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TRUE COOL

“THIS BOAT
IS LIKE THE
USS ENTERPRISE
OF THE OCEANS”
ON BOARD THE WORLD’S
MOST ADVANCED EXPLORER
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LIVING THE DREAM ON THE WORLD’S BEST BOATS

Crowned Eagle owner
Sandy Satullo and partner
Sandra Novaes visit the
Horizon yard in Taiwan

For more information
about the Owners’ Club,
email stewart.campbell@
boatinternationalmedia.com
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O N B OARD WITH

Sandy
Satullo
The owner of Crowned
Eagle moves through life –
and a string of yachts – with
aplomb, says Kevin Koenig

THAT’S MY BOY
Below: Sandy (right)
and his father (left)
celebrate racing
success in 1979.
Right: racing at
Daytona that
same year

But what does one do when a gunfight breaks out on
a moonshine-fueled night during a stock-car race in
disco-era Kentucky? “Well, it’s simple,” says Satullo
with a characteristically easy laugh. “Keep calm and
crawl underneath the car!”
Cars were not the only thing a young Satullo was
interested in racing. His late father had become
enamored with offshore powerboat racing during the
Don Aronow-influenced heyday of the early 1970s.
Satullo Sr won the American Power Boat Association
US Championship in his Cigarette 36 Copper Kettle
shortly after getting into ocean racing in 1972. The
Satullos’ start in boat racing was a tad more
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ignominious, however. “Our first boat was a 1971 ChrisCraft XK22,” Satullo recalls, “and during our very first
boat race we almost sunk her. We actually had to be
towed back to the dock.”
Despite that mishap, and following his 1972 success,
Satullo’s father was called upon by performance boat
builder Scarab to be “the face of the brand,” as the son
puts it. Wellcraft (which owned Scarab outright at the
time) convinced the elder Satullo to start a boat
dealership on Cleveland’s Lake Erie, and over time that
dealership grew into the 25-acre, full-service Copper
Kettle marina.
Sandy helped his father out and learned the nuts and
bolts of not only the boat business but also the boats
themselves. So it was no real surprise when he
purchased his first boat on his own. “I bought a
Sunseeker 55 in 1996, and started working my way up,”
Satullo says. “Then we built a 98-footer in 2001 – that
was a Destiny; they built six boats in Lauderdale. Then
a 142 by Richmond, that was probably in 2008 or so.”
Satullo then downsized significantly, switching to a 55ft
Azimut and then a 65ft Princess. These wide swings in
size and builders left him looking for a sweet spot.
Enter Roger Sowerbutts, the long-time head of
Horizon Yachts’ American dealer. The no-nonsense
Brit with a wry sense of humor and a signature shock
of white hair met Satullo in the late 2000s and liked

KEY BOATS
Above: Satullo’s
new Horizon FD92
Crowned Eagle.
Top right: his father’s
Copper Kettle power
boat. Below:
Satullo’s old
Princess S65

him immediately. The two men, however, had a
lurching business relationship as Satullo kept coming
across other builders than Horizon that seemed to
make more sense in the moment. “Sandy’s a super-nice
guy but he knows what he wants,” Sowerbutts says.
By 2016 Satullo found himself without a boat.
He says that new crew regulations started to make
owning a yacht feel more like a job and less like a
hobby. But soon his blood-borne zeal for the water
reared its head. “[Being boatless] is no way to live,” he
says. “I found that out. I am totally addicted to boating.”
Shortly after, Satullo and Sowerbutts reunited at the
Palm Beach International Boat Show. “Horizon had
just launched their FD series, and it was so striking.
Roger and I were talking on the docks,” Satullo recalls,
“and I remember that he said I needed to see the
interior, and when I did, I was simply awestruck. The
amount of space on the inside! Then I saw the 87 and
sea-trialed it. That’s what I wanted but things have a
way of changing.”
When it comes to buying boats, Satullo tends to work
in a pair with his long-time broker, Jim McConville of
Allied Marine, who by his own estimation has sold
Satullo his last 10 boats. “Jim and Sandy kind of work
like a foil,” Sowerbutts says. “Sandy comes up with the
questions and Jim asks them.”
And the main question about the FD87 that Satullo
originally wanted answered was would it be big
enough? The prospective owner wasn’t so sure as he
prefers to boat with his family – his long-time girlfriend
Sandra Novaes, his son, daughter, son-in-law and their
two children, his grandkids.
But that’s where a seasoned
broker comes in so handy.
Satullo also wanted a way to stay
away from the weather while up
on the flybridge. According to
him, the team went through
multiple iterations of the 87
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andy Satullo is cool in a pinch. The 66-yearold Clevelander-cum-Floridian has an air
of good-natured calm about him. When he
speaks, an honest smile often splits across
his open Midwestern face. His features have matured
into something resembling a high-school football
coach —not the one screaming fire and brimstone in
your teenage kid’s face on the sidelines. Instead, he is
the one who teaches players to pick themselves up, dust
themselves off and carry on. That is, after all, how
Satullo goes through life himself.
Satullo has a dual love affair with adventure and all
things mechanical. These passions stretch back
over decades. He started racing go-karts when he was
just seven years old, and during his time at the
University of Louisville in the 1970s, he became fully
invested in the rough-and-tumble stock-car racing
scene in Kentucky. “It was everything you’re
imagining it was,” he says. “It was crazy. Saturday
nights, lots of fights, sometimes even gunshots in the
pit! But I met a lot of people in that world who were
good for my development.”

with isinglass and hardtops but nothing seemed quite
right. Then one day during a meeting McConville
piped up. “I said, ‘What that boat needs is a flybridge,’”
the broker remembers, “and everybody laughed at me,
and then they kind of looked a little harder and were
like, ‘Maybe you’re right?’”
And thus was born the Horizon FD92 tri-deck,
which is effectively the FD87 stretched at the seam
with correspondingly more room, specifically in the
salon, engine room and crew quarters — as well as, of
course, an enclosed sky lounge.
Once plans were set, Satullo’s real love affair with
Horizon began. “During the design and build process
Horizon was wonderful, just wonderful,” he says.
“My 98 [the Destiny] was custom built, and I was in the
production boat business for a while so I know a fair
amount about both production and custom builds. And
[Horizon] was amazing. I can’t say enough about them.”
Satullo and Novaes even took Horizon up on an offer
to take part in the company’s global owners’ rendezvous
on Hamilton Island in Australia – not a common
practice for someone who does not yet own a Horizon
yacht. They had a blast. “We hopped on a few of the
other boats and really got to know the Horizon family,”
he says. “We met so many
good people and it really
made us feel even better
about our choice to build
with Horizon.”
Novaes, a Brazilian from
Rio de Janeiro, met Satullo
through a mutual friend
seven years back and she
learned all she knows
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GET TOGETHER
Satullo enjoyed
meeting other
owners at the
Horizon owners’
rendezvous in
Australia’s
Whitsunday Islands.
Below: in Taiwan
for Horizon’s open
house and to check
on Crowned Eagle’s
progress at the yard

Q U IC KF IR E

SANDY SATULLO
CHAUFFEUR OR CHEF?
Chef. I am a very good driver but
a terrible cook
SPEED OR STYLE?
Speed, but it’s always nice to have
speed with style
FAVORITE BEACH?
The next one I’m going to
FIRST THING YOU PACK?
Sunglasses
YOUR IDEA OF LUXURY?
Something that would make my life
easier and more comfortable, like a
nice comfortable flybridge. It doesn’t
have to be fancy
HOW MANY WATCHES?
A dozen
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FIRST BOATING MEMORY?
A 1971 Chris-Craft XK22 my father took
to our first boat race, a 50-mile race on
Lake Erie. We almost sunk the boat and
had to be towed in – our very first boat!
FAVORITE CAR?
Audi RS7, but bang for the buck
it’s a Corvette
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about boating from him. They have
spent lots of time island-hopping,
just the two of them.
One of her lasting boating
memories is less sunshine-y than the
rest of her demeanor. “We were in
the Bahamas and we got caught in
the middle of a huge storm,” Novaes
recalls. “The waves were seven to
eight feet at least and I remember
thinking to myself this is my last
day.” But a cool-headed Satullo
managed to find an empty slip for them an hour and a
half ’s chug away, at Chub Cay. “I didn’t know if we
would make it until Sandy said we would. I thought we
were in the middle of the ocean, but he found a port,”
Novaes says smiling. “We found out later the waves
were actually 12 feet,” she says. “Sandy never gets down.
He is always positive. He says everything is going to be
OK. Just sit down and we will be good.”
Satullo’s daughter, Tia Winfield, along with her
husband and brother, helps Satullo run a thirdgeneration retail clothing business back in Ohio. She
recalls another side of her father’s steely reserve.
In 2004 the Satullo family took a cruise to Aruba,
where they hired a local guide to show them the best
spots to eat on the island. The family feasted on
delicious locally caught fish and goat stew. The next
day, Satullo awoke with a stomachache so bad that he
couldn’t get out of bed. He was soon on a plane headed
for the Cleveland Clinic, where physicians found that
a fish bone had punctured his intestine, leaving him in
sepsis. He wound up with 12 inches of his intestine
being removed and a long road to recovery.
Tia had been preparing to head to Australia to study
at the University of Melbourne. She remembers
telling her father she would cancel her trip to stay by
his side. “I remember my dad looked at me and said:
‘I’ll make a deal with you. If I can walk down the hall

HAPPY COUPLE
Sandy and Sandra
celebrate the arrival
of Crowned Eagle in
Fort Lauderdale in
time for the holidays

by the time you have to leave for Australia, you will go.
If I can’t make it, then you can choose to stay home,’”
she says. “Two days later he forced himself down the
hallway on his own, just so I wouldn’t miss out on a
life experience. That’s my dad. Though he had just
made it through a major surgery, he was still able to
prioritize my life and experiences over his comfort
and recovery.”
As he awaited the imminent delivery of his boat
during our US election day 2020 interview, Satullo
spoke fondly of past diving trips with his family. “The
Bahamas are hard to beat for diving,” he says, “but
St Lucia is a favorite of ours too. Oh and we recently
did some excellent diving off of Cozumel, Mexico.”
The new yacht, Crowned Eagle, has an in-housedesigned dive compressor and an extended bathing
platform that doubles as a passerelle to make the water
easily accessible for everyone.
His two grandchildren, Tia’s kids, a boy and a girl,
are a little young yet for scuba, but the proud
grandfather seemed almost as excited for the
Christmas gifts he got for the kids as he was for the
delivery of his own yacht. The gifts are two underwater
scooters, and he is hoping they will act as a bridge from
the kids’ current snorkeling adventures to bigger and
better pursuits. And if genes are any indicator, the
smart money says they will. B

